Give bang to
your blogs...
and let your content
work hard for you.

Blogs are brilliant content in their own right, but I feel that you
can get so much more from each blog post if you know how.
So I've put together this little guide to help you get big bang from
each and every one of your blog posts.

On your website
The first thing most people naturally do with their blog is to post it on their website.
A blog has a number of jobs that it can do for you, here are a handful;
• Helps you establish yourself as an authority and respected source of information
• Entertains, informs or provides solutions to your audience
• Answers your most frequently asked questions in detail
• Enables you to draw visitors to your website to read it
• Provides Google with more content to crawl which can aid your visibility
So since this section is about websites, let's focus on the last two entries.
Your blog will fare better with the Google bots if you've got good quality content that is
written for your target audience. The mantra is for people first, Google second.
That said, we still would like Google to think it worthy, so we need to make sure that your
blog is formatted well, with keywords naturally peppered throughout. Your Title, Meta
descriptions and headers also need to be in the right places so that Google can read them.
If you're not sure about any of this then speak to your web developer so they can help you
make sure you put everything where it belongs.
Formatting your blog isn't just about the techy titles and tags. Short paragraphs with white
space around to let your copy breathe and sub headers immensely help your reader to
flow through the piece.
Your blog gives you a call to action to bring people to your website. Make sure when they
get to the bottom of your blog there is another call to action to either read another post
or check out your products or services.
Ok, but how do you get people to your site to read your blogs?
It probably goes without saying that you should share your blogs on your social profiles,
but have you considered that the way you share them on each profile may differ?
And have you considered that you could share them more than once?

Instagram
Instagram is more visual space than word orientated, and I would suggest that users are a
lot more reluctant to leave the site to read a blog post compared to Facebook. When I’ve
looked at the stats for traffic to various blogs, far more traffic has come from Facebook
than Insta.
Do check your own stats and insights, as everybody’s will be different.
Does this mean your blogs are useless for your instagram content?
No. As a rule of thumb I would break down your blog content into mini pieces for
instagram, making it less wordy and more punchy! Bonus points if you pop mini
paragraphs into graphics for full swipe effect.
This also means that you can get a lot more mileage from your blog on instagram since
you’ll be sharing snippets rather than the whole thing in one go.
Despite this, I would still link to the blog in your bio and tell people it’s there, just don’t rely
on the individual going through the series of clicks to get there and read your content.
As well as posting in your feed, share this content in your stories at another time in the
day to maximise your reach. Consider which hashtags to use alongside your posts and
vary them to reach a wider audience.

Facebook
Blog posts have the capacity to do really well on Facebook; users here enjoy reading
engaging content and like to share with others.
Because you can include the link to the blog within your post it is much, much easier for
the reader to hop on over and indulge in reading your creations.
This doesn’t mean though that you can’t still stretch that content and get just as much
mileage out of it as you do on Instagram. Use little snippets and ask questions to
encourage engagement and create posts which are linked to the topic to create a mini
theme within your posts.
Whether on Instagram or Facebook, not all of your audience will see all of your posts.
Varying up how you share the information and posting at different times of day will give
your blogs their best chance when taking on those pesky algorithms!

Email marketing
Shock horror, not all of your client base will use social media! And even if they do there is
absolutely no harm in a little snippet in their inbox to remind them about that blog they
may want to read.
I’d steer away from putting the whole blog in the email, as what you really want is your
audience to come and spend some time on your website. But use some of the blog
content to entice them in, whet their appetite, in the hopes that they will click on over for
more of the good stuff.

Balance!
The last thing any of us wants is to become spammy and annoying with our content. And
so it is all about balance.
Make sure there is a good level of diversity in your content marketing so it’s not all super
heavy or laden with click bait asking people over to your website.
People are on social media to be social. Where you can, try to ask questions and provoke
engagement. The more your audience engages with you the more you will show up in
their feed.

On that note...
I think we are done. I am off to revisit my social network
accounts and to practise a bit of my own advice.
If you have any questions or need some help
repurposing that blog content then please do
give me a shout.
Rikki

thecaninecopywriter.co.uk

